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An Overview - Philosophical Considerations for the Trainee Referee

As with coaches, referees are the custodians of Judo`s traditions, foundations 
and fundamental aims.  Coaches certainly have this role day to day within 
their own clubs and such is of central importance to judo`s ultimate well 
being.  However, at tournaments, when judo is on stage for all to see, the 
referee also has these same obligations as a custodian but in a most visible and
public manner.  An understanding of this is ultimately the measure of a 
referee`s ability.  Technical ability and experience are important and 
somewhat pivotal in the progress a referee makes in his or her career, but 
beyond and above this lies that referee`s capacity to carry the responsibility of

being a custodian of judo`s broadest benefits to society.  
Such also requires an appreciation of the history of judo and its evolution and expansion from 
warriors craft of Jujitsu to an educational endeavour,  method of self improvement for the 
betterment of society, through the practice of a martial art.  Thus, judo remains a martial art, yet 
expands to be something greater; with aims that eclipse that of mere combative ability.  

Despite this great evolution, the concept of the “duel” is preserved and “Ippon” remains the single 
most important goal of the competing judoka, by way of an inheritance from its Jujitsu roots.  Judo 
has largely resisted the more typical sporting notion of a gradual climb to victory by accumulation 
of points.  Ippon is such that it is possible to achieve complete victory in a very short time with one 
decisive technique – or less ideally two near decisive points as in “Wazari Awasete Ippon”.   Such a 
notion makes the judo referee`s job so much harder than in almost every other sporting contest 
where most wins are decided by simple arithmetic or comparative times on a clock.  

To add to the referee`s dilemma, Judo does, as the reader will be well aware of, rest on a foundation
of Mutual Welfare and Benefit, which places an immovable obligation on the referee to preserve 
such at all costs by virtue of stamping the entire process with an impeccable sense of civility, 
dignity, etiquette and fair play on everyone present, including spectators.   

It is hoped that full appreciation of all of the above will help the budding referee appreciate the 
uncommon importance and gravity of his or her role.  Additionally it should also help referees fully 
appreciate why it is so centrally critical that they work with their fellow referees in a mutually 
supportive and collegiate manner, for if the referees cannot do so, no other section of the judo 
community will manage to do so either.   A team of referees must be seen as an undivisible single 
authority that no player nor any coach nor any band of spectators or supporters or other interest 
groups can splinter or disrupt or override.  

Inevitably referees will make mistakes, just as players and coaches make mistakes by the dozen on 
any given day – and inevitably referees will not agree on everything at all times.  When this 
happens, they must go to great lengths to obscure such disagreement and continue to appear as a 
single entity in total accord.  When 3 referees discuss a circumstance, they do not appear outwardly 
expressive or animated nor argumentative.  Their hands remain at their sides and discussion is 
somewhat robotic and hushed and concludes with a visible nodding of heads in apparent agreement.
The onlooker sees no opportunity to seed doubt or division.  It also is mutual reassurance that no 
matter what one referee decides, right or wrong, he or she will always enjoy complete support from 
all other referees.  
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The Sporting Codes & Contest Rules
The purpose of this introductory manual is not to explain in detail the
totality of Judo tournaments.  Such is covered completely in the related
document “Contest Rules”.  The Contest Rules, a separate and sizeable
document which goes into great detail describing every facet of
competitive judo, including Kata, the layout of contest areas, the divisions
and weight categories of players, the role of various officials and the
policies and procedures for managing events.  Similarly the Contest Rules
also cover such subjects as they apply to participating players (and
referees). and which may be subject to regular change as contest judo
evolves or new knowledge causes safety measures to be adjusted.
Additionally the IBF may adopt contest rules originating in other judo parent bodies and 
organisations depending upon the nature and location of a contest and other organisations invited.  
Many such rule sets exist for juniors, mons, veterans and special needs (sometimes known as “No 
Limits”) or Kosen tournaments and this introductory handbook does not pretend to constitute an 
authoritative discourse on such.  Rule sets change as competitive judo evolves, whereas the 
demeanour of the referee and his or her fundamental approach and duties does not.  
That said, the referee must also be an authority on the contest rules applicable on the day because 
the interpretation of the contest rules very frequently rests finally with the referee, or perhaps the 
referee`s Commissioner if a question of safety or fairness arises during bouts.  If for some reason 
the rules are applied and yet still a contest does not satisfy the referee that it is safe and fair, such 
referee has final authority to overrule or otherwise negate the effect.  Conversely, the Contest Rules 
do not delve into the details and intricacies of the art of refereeing – it refers to refereeing only in its
relationship to the totality of tournament management and in its spawning of particular contest rules
as they effect various divisions of players, match times, allowable techniques, clothing regulations 
and such like.   

Getting started. 
A useful way to begin is perhaps to walk our way through a typical match, starting from the very 
beginning and then recounting some of the situations in greater detail a little later.   For now, let us 
simply assume that a typical match is about to begin and we have 3 referees, one central and two 
corner judges.   The three stand abreast at far edge of mat facing the table, centre referee between 
the two corner judges.  They bow onto mat edge, the centre referee proceeds to within 2 metres of 
the  starting point and the two corner judges proceed around mat edge to their chairs.  Each corner 
judge remains standing until the other is in position and then both sit down, closed hands resting on 
knees.    The centre referee stands with hands by side until both players are at mats edge and ready.  
The referee then gestures both players on (gestures are covered in detail a little later).  Both players 
bow, proceed to starting positions, bow to each other then take a step and stand ready to play.   With
juniors, the referee may have to educate them on this important procedure.   As players walk on the 
referee should be on the lookout for the basics of general readiness of both players: compliant gis, 
general cleaniness and presence of jewellery, metal hair pins etc.  At larger tournaments this is 
largely addressed at weighin or registration time.  

A tournament may also be designed such that a CARE system with no corner judges is the default, 
in which case many o the comments on corner judges are not relevant.  Current IJF rules do not 
include the Yuko score so once again, accept this booklet as “first principles” rather than a definitive
guide.  

Please note that the above opening protocol may well be a little different at various venues 
depending on space available, numbers of mats, numbers of available referees and general layout.  
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There is always a freedom to vary this protocol.  The critical factor is simply that however the 
referees begin proceedings or enter the contest area, such is done with dignity and due process, 
rather than a casual wandering onto the mat or a generally slovenly approach.   

Start – after a quick glance at the time keeper to  ensure readiness, the referee, without any physical 
gesture starts the match with the command “Hajime”.   Play immediately commences.  Some initial 
latitude is given as the players find their position and work sincerely towards grips.  Red attempts a 
throw and is partially successful.  The referee announces “yuko” and gestures accordingly (gestures 
are covered a little later).  Many referees also point downwards towards red`s side of the mat briefly
with the free hand if there is any doubt that the table might struggle to identify Tori, especially 
where a throw is accompanied by a counter.  At almost the same time the referee should note if 
there is any overrule gesture by just one of the corner judges, the one within his-her field of vision –
if there is none, the score is valid and play continues – if there is an overruling gesture by one, then 
the other corner judge must be checked for agreement on the overrule, for it takes two corner over-
rulings before acting upon such.  We shall address over-rulings shortly.  

Play continues – both players engage in ne waza following the yuko throw but neither player 
achieves anything decisive nor does either player look like he or she is progressing steadily towards 
something decisive within some arbitrary length of time – perhaps 5 to 10 seconds.  The referee 
gestures towards the table and calls “Matte”.  Each player ceases grappling, stands up and proceeds 
back to their starting points at which time the referee, with minimal delay, calls “Hajime”.  

Minimal delay – if the players gis are “safe”, there is no need to gesture for them to tidy up at this 
point.  Better that flow and continuity be encouraged with an immediate restart as soon as players 
are “more or less” at or near their starting positions.  Jackets out of belts do not constitute “unsafe” 
whereas a belt about to fall off or pants about to fall down do.  A tired player may well try for some 
rest time after a Matte call and begin to tidy up without any prompting from the referee to do so.  
This constitutes gamesmanship if overdone or causes delay and so the referee needs to keep such to 
a minimum.

Play continues by one of the following 3 scenarios.   

Scenario 1 - Play continues – White executes a clean throw on Red resulting in a Wazari (almost an 
Ippon) which transitions cleanly into an immediate hold down.  The referee gestures and announces 
Wazari  followed immediately by Osaekomi, once again checking just one corner judge for 
disagreement.  The referee positions himself such that both corner judges have a view if not already 
so and glances at the Osaekomi clock regularly.  10 seconds passes, the referee need do nothing 
beyond noting mentally that a Yuko is potentially awarded.   15 seconds passes and thus the referee 
gestures and announces “Wazari Awasete Ippon”.  After checking one corner judge and seeing no 
disagreement the referee then announces “Sore Made” and walks back to his starting position.   

Scenario 2 - Play continues – White executes a clean throw on Red resulting in a Wazari (almost an 
Ippon) which transitions cleanly into an immediate hold down.  The referee gestures and announces 
Wazari  followed immediately by Osaekomi, once again checking just one corner judge for 
disagreement.  The referee calmly positions himself such that both corner judges have a view if not 
already so and glances at the Osaekomi clock regularly.  10 seconds passes, the referee need do 
nothing beyond noting mentally that a Yuko is potentially awarded.   At 13 seconds red escapes the 
hold down but does not free himself entirely.   The referee immediately gestures and calls “Toketa” 
followed by a call and gesture for the yuko already earned.  White regains control of Red and so the
referee again announces and gestures Oasekomi.  Again red escapes at the 8 second mark.  The 
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referee does nothing, until after some 10 seconds unproductive struggle he gestures and announces 
“Matte”.  

Scenario 3 - Play continues – White executes a clean throw on Red resulting in a Wazari (almost an 
Ippon) which transitions cleanly into an immediate hold down.  The referee gestures and announces 
Wazari  followed immediately by Osaekomi, once again checking just one corner judge for 
disagreement.  Barely 4 seconds pass when the full time clock stops and the bell rings.  Since the 
hold down began before full time the referee does nothing.  The Osaekomi continues past 10 
seconds – the referee mentally notes a potential yuko.  15 seconds passes and the referee gestures 
and announces Wazari Awasete Ippon.  

After checking one corner judge and seeing no disagreement the referee then announces Sore Made 
and walks back to his starting position.   Each player does likewise and the referee might, if 
necessary, gesture for a tidy up.   A quick check of the scoreboard and the referee then takes one 
step forward and gestures to the winning player.  Each player bows, and proceeds back to the mat 
edge and bows once again.  The players may well seek to shake hands before leaving the mat which
is entirely appropriate and permissible, even though shaking of hands is NOT permitted at the start 
of a match.  The above times quoted are purely examples, different rule sets specify different 
durations for hold-downs – The default IBF rule set in fact specifies 30 seconds for an Ippon 
scoring hold down at the time of writing, current IJF rule set specifies 20 seconds.  

The above scenarios are very common.  Many matches proceed with little contention and few 
difficult-to-interpret circumstances.   However penalties and small infractions are also common, so 
let us now deal with an example.   

Play begins and proceeds conventionally at first.   Red however is continually fending off White`s 
attempts to achieve grips without any like attempt on Reds part to achieve grips of his own.  The 
referee gives some small latitude initially but at some point deems these attempts to be negative and
not within the spirit of judo.  

Scenario 1 - He gestures and calls “Matte” then returns to his starting position.  The players follow, 
and the referee gestures “lack of combativity” and announces “Shido” while pointing at the 
offending player.  He then immediately calls “Hajime” and play continues.  The referee briefly 
checks one corner judge for disageement then scoreboard for the shido correctly recorded on the 
offending player.  

Scenario 2 - He gestures and calls “Matte” then returns to his starting position.  The players follow, 
and the referee gestures “lack of combativity” and announces “Shido” while pointing at the 
offending player.  One corner judge disagrees, by gesturing a wave off of the shido.  The referee 
checks the other corner judge and he too disagrees.   Thus there is no shido, and the referee waves 
off the penalty and calls “Hajime”  Play continues and no shido applies.  It should be said however 
that it is rare for corner judges to disagree with shido penalties – shido is more often not given when
it is in fact deserved rather given when not deserved.  

It takes both corner judges to disagree with the referee for there to be any consideration of an 
adjustment, therefore it is only necessary for the referee to check one corner judge for the initial 
disagreement on any decision.  

Sometimes there is wide disagreement between all three.  
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Scenario 1 – Red throws white and the referee gestures and announces “Wazari”.  On checking one 
corner judge he notes a disageement gesture of “Yuko”.  He then checks the other judge and notes a 
disagreement gesture of “Ippon”.   Since the referee`s opinion falls directly in between the other`s 
opinions he can quite correctly ignore both; rendering his initial “average” assessment of Wazari to 
be the most valid.  

Scenario 2 – call for discussion.  White attempts an illegal throw (e.g. Morote Gari or Kani Basami 
– depending on ruleset) but abandons it very quickly, seemingly remembering as he fits in that such 
is indeed illegal.   Red is undisturbed nor is he disadvantaged.   The referee at this point should call 
and gesture “Matte” and return to his starting position then gesture for both corner judges to 
approach him.  The corner judges approach and discuss in a calm and non-animated manner the 
possibility of penalty.  Their two options are no action at all or Hansoku Make, since Shido is never 
a valid penalty for an illegal or dangerous technique.  Several factors are at play – the level of the 
tournament, the age or experience of the players and the exact provisions of the contest rules, and 
most importantly the custodial duties of the referees – hence the discussion is key, each ensuring 
that ALL implications are considered, regardless of each individual personal opinion.  

Decision (a) – since the player quickly retracted his efforts, and since the outcome of the match was
not influenced and since the other player was not disadvantaged in any way, the debate ends with a 
decision to do nothing; in the interests of latitude, continuity and participation.  The players are 
novices, the tournament is a smalllocal affair where titles are not at stake.  The corner judges return 
to their chairs, the referee announces “Hajime” and play continues.  They have, in effect, ruled that 
the grab was accidental – not an attempted Morote Gari – and so the contest rules are satisfied.  

Decision (b) – the illegal throw ruling has been in force via the contest rules for some time, the 
players are senior and well above novice ranking and purportedly are well aware of the rules, the 
tournament is a pivotal event with significant awards at stake. The debate ends with a decision to 
impose Hansoku Make.  The corner judges proceed back to their chairs, the referee gestures to the 
players to tidy up and stand ready for the decision, gestured and announced as “hansoku make” 
followed by a gesture to the resulting winning player.  

Scenario 3 – call for inspection.   White has Red in a tightly bound hold down with a possible 
illegal assistance to his control of red by what appears to be a wrist lock.  Not much of either 
players hands are visible.   The referee calls “Sone Mama” and gestures by a firm touch of a hand 
on each player.   Novices and juniors very often do not know the meaning of this call, and so the 
referee instructs the players to “freeze – do not move”.  At this point the referee peers down into the
jumble of gi and player and decides whether the tangled arms are in fact constituting a wrist lock.  
He can at this point beckon the corner judges in for discussion.  On deciding that no wrist lock is in 
fact applied, he then sharply touches both players again and calls “Yoshi” and the hold down 
continues.  The referee should also check the Osaekomi clock to ensure that it was paused and not 
reset – a common mistake for novice table officials to make, emphasising the importance of referees
to always have some notion of where clocks should be at any point in a match and during any set of 
plays either standing or ground based.   Like referees and players, table officials and time keepers 
also make mistakes and it is ultimately up to the referee to repair and make good these mistakes.   

The common thread in all of these scenarios and the resulting decisions is Safety and Fairness.  
The referees, in considering actions, must always have these two words uppermost in their minds 
when grappling with the implications of a players actions, the contest rules both in letter and spirit 
and the ultimate aim of contest judo.  
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Perhaps at this point it would be prudent for us to pause and remind ourselves once again that it is 
the referee who is ultimately responsible for the conduct of a match such that it is safe and fair.  On 
difficult decisions such as some of the above, about half of the total audience and at least one coach 
will disagree with the decision.  But they are not responsible for safety and fairness, they simply 
want their player to win.   If they get vocal, a novice referee can start to have doubts and agonise 
over his or her actions.   Passions can run high when gold medals are at stake.   Now it becomes 
doubly important that all referees support each other.  Later, in the referee`s meeting room the 
technical pros and cons of various decisions can be dicussed frankly and in depth; but on the mat 
and at the tables, and in the cafe during lunch break they must as a group be strongly and visibly in 
agreement and support of each other.  

Given the charter and mission of the IBF, this culture takes on an even more critical dimension.  
The IBF quite specifically promulgates grass roots judo as a pursuit of self improvement and mutual
benefit and fully supports the entirety of Kano`s teachings in terms of modesty, respect, civility and 
humility.   It does not belittle the importance of contest, but it does insist that such never has been 
the principal or only pursuit of judo.  But by their very nature, tournaments are one of the very few 
events that bring clubs together from far and wide in a very publicly visible manner.  Accordingly 
tournaments are also one of the few events by which the custodians of the IBF mission  have an 
unparalleled opportunity to inculcate the IBF philosophy to the broad membership and the public.  
By default rather than by design, the referee is perhaps the most visible and therefore most 
influential representative of the IBF on that day.  He is in NO WAY the most important – simply 
the most visible.   Bout managers, draw designers and time keepers are the real key to successful 
tournaments, as are marshalls and the tournament directors.  Without them there will be no 
tournament at all.  But the referee is simply the most visible.  Remind yourself of this when you 
begin to get the hang of refereeing and perhaps run into a small risk of starting to believe that you 
are the centre of the tournament universe.   Additionally one should keep in mind that the officials 
are answerable to the tournament director, not the referees.  Recording referee decisions is but one 
part of their total and hectic work load.  

Much of the time referees will achieve this by simple example and by how they conduct themselves
as a community of referees.  At other times it may require cordial and conciliatory discussion with 
coaches, very senior players or parents and a little help from diplomatic tournament directors and 
masters of ceremony.   

That said, the referee should rest assured that most members join the IBF precisely because of this 
culture and so it is rare for serious deviations from it to arise.   Thus we can all be grateful that it is 
much more a matter of maintenance of existing healthy attitude rather than a ghastly struggle to 
improve or repair widespread disruptive attitudes.  
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Guidelines to accurate scoring.  

Entire books have been written on the intricacies of
scoring accurately in all possible scenarios,
however this handbook will leave such to practical
on-mat training and later publications for more
advanced refereeing.  For now we shall just cover
some basics to get you started.  
Was that an Ippon, a Wazari or no score?

An Ippon ideally should be a clean throw resulting
in Uke landing substantially on his back with some
credible force or speed and with Tori maintaining
control for the entire throw.  Rolling onto ones
back is not an Ippon, neither is a forceful throw
which results in Uke landing almost on his back or
lower back and thence rolling further onto the flat
of his back as is often seen with throws such as
Drop Seoi Nage or O Uchi Gari.  In essence if it was a double movement, even though in quick 
succession, it is not an Ippon but perhaps a Wazari.   When in doubt, consider how much 
CONTROL Tori had throughout.   

Exception 1 – uncommonly perhaps some throws are so powerful and well controlled that it is 
almost an overthrow or a so called Super-Ippon.  That is to say that Uke was thrown to the mat with
enough vigorous rotation that before his back made contact with the mat his body rotated past that 
point and resulted in him landing on his opposite side.  If, and only if Tori maintained control, such 
is still an Ippon, such being VERY DIFFERENT to that of Uke successfully rotating HIMSELF out 
of trouble.  .  

Exception 2 – The throw is forceful and controlled but Uke prevents his back contacting the mat by 
bridging, assisting that bridge with head or lower neck contact to the mat.   Although his back never
contacted the mat it is still an Ippon.   Bridging out of throws is an extremely dangerous practice 
and can result in catastrophic injury.   Players need to be convinced beyond all doubt that dangerous
play, whether dangerous to the other player or to themselves, will never be profitable and so the 
referee must always award Ippon in such circumstances.   Similarly if it was Tori who endangered 
himself, perhaps by rolling so deeply on a forward throw that his head is a pivot point on the mat 
(as in a completely rotated Uchi Mata for example) there shall be no score, regardless of how 
cleanly and forcefully Uke landed flat on his back – there may in fact be a disqualification for Tori, 
pending discussion.  

Exception 3 – the throw is forceful, well constructed and results in Uke landing flat on his back 
with some speed or force.  Tori however loses grip on Uke before he hits the mat and they finish 
entirely separated.  Such is not an ippon since control was not complete.  Such is in fact no score 
even though such events sometimes look spectacular and Uke was indeed thrown crisply to his 
back.  Safety is the first casualty of lack of control, thus there can be no rewards for Tori if control 
is not substantially evident.  
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Wazari  - a wazari should be regarded always as “almost an Ippon” rather than a very excellent 
Yuko.  Remember that two Wazari equals an Ippon, whereas no number of Yuko equals even one 
Wazari.   Thus the gap between Ippon and Wazari is notionally a little smaller than that between 
Wazari and Yuko.  A helpful rule of thumb therefore might be – if in doubt about a Wazari, if you 
are struggling a little to justify a Wazari in your own mind;  call Yuko.  Too generous a decision on 
Wazari gives Tori quite an unfair credit, such being half an Ippon as far as the scoreboard is 
concerned.   Worse still, you are pushing towards a precedent where two “soft” wazari is now 
enough to gain an Ippon level win, which in the longer term will encourage players to not commit 
fully towards outright Ippon earning attempts.   Harking back to the referee`s assumed 
understanding of the judo contest and its cultural history and underpinnings, we are encouraged to 
keep alive that sense of commitment amongst players to always strive for Ippon.  

Yuko – since Yuko are not accumulative, an overly generous Yuko is not quite the lapse that a 
generous Wazari might be.  Yuko can be regarded as a reward for showing initiative and a 
willingness to attack, and so a throw that does not put Uke anywhere near on his back but 
substantially to his side is indeed a Yuko, unless Uke is clearly propped up on his elbow.  In other 
words it still needs to be a throw on Uke resulting in him being rendered largely horizontal 
(including double movement to horizontal) though not substantially on his back – or if he is on his 
back perhaps by virtue of compound or rolling movement.   As with the other scores, no “control” 
on Tori`s part renders such throw a no score.  In novice junior events it is common to see children 
“fall over”, perhaps onto their backs, but still the referee needs to decide if or not Tori was largely 
responsible for such before rewarding him or her.  Yuko is no longer a score in the current IJF rule 
set.  

No score of any kind shall be awarded to Tori if a throw is executed from a grounded position – Tori
must be standing at the commencement of any throw for that throw to score (what ever such score 
be).     

Depending on the host organisation and locality of a tournament, Koka is still sometimes retained in
Mons matches.  While Koka has become an extinct species in most rule sets these days it is 
sometimes retained to reward juniors for playing positive judo and showing a willingness to take 
the initiative or make sincere attacks.  Similarly with some juniors in some scenarios, two ippons 
are allowed to give greater playing time.  Refer to the applicable rule set to learn more about these 
common practices.  
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Times for matches, injury  and osaekomi

The contest rules detail times for the various divisions and age groups in great detail and these are 
sometimes adjusted by tournament directors to suit the program on the day.   Similarly, some 
divisions, particularly Mons, may have a fixed match time regardless of scores achieved.  Special 
Needs matches are also highly variable and are often ascertained on the day by assessment of the 
individual players, taking into consideration the nature of their disability.   Refereeing Special 
Needs matches is an additional refereeing endorsement available to senior referees and is not 
covered in this publication.   

The tournament director is the custodian and interpreter of the contest rules and will brief all 
referees and officials on the day regarding these adjustments.   However, as a guide, match times in 
a broad sense comply with the following . .. .

Seniors (16 years and over): 5 minutes
Intermediates : 4 minutes
Masters : 4 minutes for under 50’s, 3 minutes for over 50’s 
Special Needs: 3 minutes
Under 13’s : 3 minutes 
Under 8’s : 2 minutes 

Osaekomi times  . . .
Hold-down maintained for 15 seconds re but less than 20 seconds – Yuko
Hold-down maintained for 25 seconds or more but less than 30 seconds – Wazari
Hold-down maintained for 30 seconds – Ippon

Injury time.  
A player shall be allowed 2 injury time outs, each of one minute.  If a third time out is required, 
somewhat related to the previous, the match shall be awarded to the other player.  Check the 
applicable rule set for variations of these rules for Special Needs matches.  

Forfeit time.  
If a player fails to appear at the mat after three calls, each at one minute intervals, the referee shall 
award the match to the other player (“Fusen Gachi” – by consultation)

Recovery time
A player shall be entitled to 5 minutes rest between matches (or the equivalent match time for their 
division).  A player may, if he or she so wishes, forgo that entitlement, but should not be pressured 
to shorten their rest time.  
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Common mistakes and ambiguous situations. 

Most difficulties in forming opinion can be solved by remembering
to assess CONTROL.  For example it is common for referees to be
too quick in declaring “Toketa” when Uke is “almost” free of a hold
down. Perhaps a young flexible player has managed to twist their
lower body 180 degrees even though their head and shoulders are
still well pinned.  Perhaps Uke has managed to loosely hook one leg
of Tori who is applying a Kesa Gatame.   The question to ask
yourself perhaps is – how much CONTROL does each player have? 
A leg hook may or may not have given Uke a useful level of counter control – or -  Uke may have 
managed to totally capture Tori`s leg such that Tori has no prospect of getting it free.  If Tori still 
has COMPLETE control of Uke, and Uke`s impressive escape movements have not really reduced 
that control, or conversely given him some useful control over Tori, then Osaekomi should prevail 
uninterrupted.   
Similarly with tachi waza where a counter is attempted and both players fall to the mat.  If neither 
had significant superior control, then neither earns a score – and yet the onlooker sees a well 
executed throw attempt followed by an equally impressive counter attempt followed by players 
hitting the mat with some speed and force.  How could such a flurry of good quality high energy 
judo result in no score?  - might they well ask.   The referee himself may well ask.  The referee may 
be saying to himself “I simply HAVE to reward someone for that sensational display of judo – don`t
I?”

A fair question since most referees are actively looking for opportunities to reward quality judo.  If 
one player had substantially much more control than the other, all the way to the mat, then 
(depending on finishing positions of course) the player with clearly superior control earns the score.
If such is impossible to determine, the referee is always free to pause proceedings and consult with 
the corner judges, or simply rule that no one had sufficiently obvious control to establish superiority
or gain a score.   Countered throws very often finish up a little messy with both players on the 
ground and such can be a real quandary for even the most alert of referees.  In such cases, remind 
yourself to assess CONTROL as well as finishing positions.  

Hands on face during ne waza - a corner judge may see this before the centre referee and gesture 
accordingly.  Very often the referee mistakenly calls Matte, stands the players up and imposes a 
Shido.   While such may technically constitute an offence, there is a very large leeway between 
deliberate offence and accidental touching of face.  However to stop the flow of the match for this 
kind of offence is not really the result you or the players want, for such is seriously unfair to Tori.  
Better to call Sone Mama, warn or shido the player while they remain in place (depending on 
whether you judge it accidental or wreckless or deliberate) then call Yoshi and let the hold down 
continue.   By this approach you have complied with the contest rules, you have (optionally) 
penalised Uke appropriately and you have not unfairly disadvantaged Tori as the conscientious 
builder of the hold down for some action he was not responsible for.   Clearly, if you stopped play to
give a shido but in doing so freed Uke from an impending Ippon against him you leave open the 
possibility that players might deliberately do things that will “save their bacon” at the low cost of a 
mere shido.  Previously players frequently did this by shuffling and worming a hold down out of the
contest area in the sure knowledge that the referee would call Matte, despite that hold down being a 
solid potentially match winning technique against them.  The contest rules have changed in the 
interests of fairness in some jurisdictions since those days and now only insists that the hold down 
begins in the contest area.  
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Compromising – In the earlier example of Hansoku Make, referees might be a little agonised over 
imposing Hansoku Make, yet fully aware that in the strict technical sense an offence may have been
committed.  There is a temptation to “split the difference” and perhaps award shido for an illegal 
technique.  Resist the temptation to do this, for to do such is in direct conflict with the contest rules 
and does nothing to promulgate safety and fairness.   That is to say, the referee`s freedom is 
restricted to deciding whether the offence was committed or not.  If not, then no action – if so, then 
the sporting code prescription needs to be applied.   

To apply this effectively requires an understanding of the essential difference between the role of 
the Contest Rules and the role of the referee.   The contest rules do not specify how one decides if 
an offence was committed or not, it simply prescribes what happens IF an offence was committed.  
Conversely the referee does not specify or rewrite the rules on the fly, but he does form opinion on 
whether a rule applies or not.   Similarly the contest rules specify what score is earned for a 20 
second hold down, but it does not offer advice on how one decides when such hold down actually 
commenced or when escape was actually achieved.  The referee has no choice but to award in 
accordance with the rules for that 20 second hold down.  The referee does however have freedom to
decide when effective control was first achieved and said hold down actually commenced.   
Similarly again with stepping out of the contest area.  The contest rules will specify a rule regarding
this, whereas the referee decides whether the offence was committed or not.   If such was 
momentary, accidental, immediately corrected AND OF NO CONSEQUENCE TO SAFETY OR 
FAIRNESS, he may well choose to “not see it” (or deem it an accident) - in the interests of 
continuity, particularly if Uke`s balance was not disturbed.  Conversely the very instant the referee 
detects infractions of safety or fairness he should then apply the contest rules to the letter.   

Losing site of the referee`s role – despite the great influence the referee finds himself exerting on 
the event as a whole, nobody comes to a tournament to watch referees.  Tournaments are all about 
the players and their display of judo skills in a competitive setting.   And so, while the referee must 
maintain good governance of a match in terms of safety or fairness, he is in no way the equivalent 
of the orchestral conductor – which is to say the players are not performing at his direction, the 
players are working hard and creatively to outskill their opponent.  It matters not whether the 
referee approves of their strategies or tactics or style of judo, it only matters that they be kept within
the spirit of the game and that such be safe and fair.   Does a player compensate for lack of skill by 
employing superior fitness or work ethic?  If so, let it happen, it is not the referee`s role to change 
the nature of play to one of his liking.  Was that text book flat-on-back Seoi Nage Ippon achieved 
by well timed Kuzushi or a brute strength lift?  If so, it was still an Ippon – perhaps not the style of 
ippon you try to coach into your students, but still an ippon.  The referee is not the star of this show, 
he is the custodian of safety and fairness and good sportsmanship.  Do not impose your flavour of 
judo on the contest, and do not referee in a style aimed principally at convincing everyone that you 
are an expert on all the fine points of the contest rules and are constantly on the lookout for tiny 
infractions - just impose safety and fairness and apply the contest rules to their real intent and let the
judo flow where possible.  

The possible paradox of this is sometimes revealed in the eternal and infernal question of the ratio 
of stand up judo to ground based judo.  As alluded to in the “Wazari” question and our leaning 
towards always encouraging dynamic and committed judo, this ratio is also influential.   Tori takes a
significant risk in playing “committed” judo and seeking Ippon.  A totally committed effort towards 
an Ippon earning throw is somewhat an “all or nothing” strategy.  A fully committed throw attempt 
runs a certain risk of being countered, or managing an “own goal” as against a conservative safer 
attempt.   The conservative player may prefer to do “just enough” to bring the contest to ground 
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where the risk of being countered is much lower and ground work might, at worst, simply fail to 
earn points.   The referee can influence this somewhat, simply by being very prudent on how much 
time players are allowed on the ground.  Groundwork is very much a legitimate part of the contest.  
It deserves to be exercised and used to gain victory, but only up to some notional proportion of the 
total effort.   Such is very much a matter of personal interpretation by individual referees of course, 
and the sport is flexible enough to allow for this.  In very approximate terms then, a notional or 
approximate ratio of these two approaches might be somewhere around the 70-30 ratio – 70% 
standup as to 30% on the ground.  If you sense that too much time is being spent on the ground, 
stand them up a little quicker – as soon as no progress is evident.  If you feel that the players are not
getting a reasonable chance to exercise even their preliminary ne waza before being stood up, give a
little more latitude; allow a little more time for Tori to construct good ne waza tactics before 
standing the players up.   There is nothing in the contest rules prescribing these matters precisely, it 
is up to the referee, exercising the “art” of refereeing, to do his or her best to encourage good judo 
as it was intended.  Such is also, somewhat confusingly, subject to fad and fashion as notions of the 
relative value of standup judo and ground grappling change.  Kosen contests pushed the ratio 
strongly towards more ground time particularly amongst college based contests and Masters, 
whereas the influx of other martial arts such as catch wrestling and Brazillian Jiu-Jitsu into judo 
contests caused a push back towards judo`s strengths over these arts by re-emphasising the standing
phase of judo and narrowing down opportunity to grapple extensively on the ground.   

As a general rule of thumb, the referee will rarely go too far wrong by applying these simple tests . .
. 
1.  If identifiable progress is being made continuously by a player towards a controlling position 
over the other, then let such proceed, even if that progress is a little on the slow side.  

2.  If identifiable energetic progress is being made but NOT towards a credible controlling outcome,
stand them up.  

3.  If the players are deadlocked and you don`t see a prospect of either making a significant change 
forthwith, stand them up.

4.  Penalise for false attacks.  False attacks include, but are not limited to crude pushes or drag-
downs disguised as genuine throwing attempts but are really just a ruse to get the contest to ground. 
This might be expressed as, for example,  a Tomoe Nage “attempt” with zero Kuzushi (as against a 
genuine credible but failed attempt) purely to pull Uke into a guard, or perhaps a drop Seoi Nage 
that Tori himself well knew was never going to work beyond dragging uke down to ground, at best. 

When you can afford to give latitude – if one player has achieved substantial control but the other
player is thwarting that, give Tori some reasonable time to overcome the defence.  For example, 
Tori has Uke in a very credible Kesa Gatame but Uke has Tori`s leg hooked.   If the players are not 
novices, it is reasonably likely that Tori will free himself of that leg, albeit at times with quite some 
difficulty.  If it becomes clear that Uke is steadily gaining more and more control of that leg, or Tori 
does not evidently seem to know what to do about that then you would be justified in judging that 
decisive progress will not be forthcoming and thus they should be stood up.   Much depends on the 
level of expertise of the players of course – seniors usually work to a plan, sometimes quite a 
complex plan given that Shime Waza and Kansetsu Waza are also  part of the mix, whereas juniors 
often simply just struggle ineffectively.  A flexible referee will adjust his or her tolerance of time on 
ground accordingly.  
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Demeanor and Dress.

The contest rules specifies dress for referees for each level of
tournament but also allows for some leeway.  As a general rule
however the referee should err on the side of formality.  Which is to
say if you are not sure of the dress code for a particular tournament
the better option is to skew towards  formal attire.   Traditionally the
referee dresses in dark grey or black trousers, darker grey or black
blazer or suit coat, black socks or dark grey socks, white shirt and
organisation tie.  If you find yourself overdressed it is a simple matter
to take off the coat and even the tie if other referees are dressed in the
organisations casual uniform.   If a blazer is worn, the buttons must be
done up at all times.  When ever you step off the mat, step straight
into your shoes at mats edge, and whenever you step onto the mat, do
so in your socks, no exceptions.  When about to start a match or
waiting for players to arrive, stand 2 metres back from their starting
positions, feet slightly apart, straight posture and hands at sides.   As a corner judge, walk to your 
chair, face the centre and wait for the other judge to take up a similar position, then sit, back 
straight, hands on top of thighs.  Do not at any point slouch in your chair, whether or not a match is 
in progress.   As a corner judge, keep an eye on the scoreboard and clock and be ready to assist the 
centre referee if anything goes wrong in that direction.  The centre referee will generally also be 
aware of these points but he is busier than the judges and may miss it.  When match play nears mats
edge, be ready to signal “in” or “out” for any technique started, keeping in mind that the centre 
referee is possibly well occupied watching grips and other actions of the players.  Typically a team 
of 3 referees rotate through the centre and corner duties, perhaps at every third match, but such is 
variable and may depend on the numbers available.  When it is time to rotate, the  centre referee 
will approach the corner judge who will stand and also approach, pause as they near each other, 
bow and proceed to their new positions.  The corner judge should wait at his chair until the centre 
referee is positioned, then sit.   The retiring centre referee should walk past the incoming referee on 
the outside, that is, furtherest away from the mat centre.  If a corner judge gestures an alternate 
opinion and the centre referee does not notice, simply stand up and continue the gesture.  If the 
centre referee still fails to notice, you have no option but to sit back down and accept that the centre 
referee has erred in his watchfulness a little, a matter which can be sorted out later.  This will in fact
be rare, novice referees sometimes suffer a little tunnel vision or bad positioning but they will 
quickly overcome this with practice.   

Discussion – if the referee beckons the corner judges for discussion, give NO INDICATION by 
gesture or body language as to the nature of the discussion, no matter how agonised it may be.  
Speak calmly and softly, do not look at the players or point to them as you discuss; arrive at a 
decision, nod in agreement (even if you lost the argument!) and return to your seat.  If there is any 
body language at all, it would simply be that you were all in total accord with the final decision.   
Do not on any account walk away shaking your head or rolling your eyes or transmit any sense of 
discord with the others.   

The centre referee rarely needs to take any posture except that of upright.  Avoid the temptation of 
darting around the players and stooping and peering energetically into the fray in order to convince 
everyone that you are a totally awesome referee who can work harder than the players themselves.  
Follow the play by all means, but always  make sure both corner judges always have a clear view of
play, ideally, so too for the timekeepers.  
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When things go wrong . . .
Things go wrong!  Inevitably, during the best run tournaments and despite
everyone`s best efforts, things go wrong.  Such is fondly known as
Murphy`s First Law of Tournament Hosting.  Player injured – gesture the
other player to return to their starting position but waste no time doing so
– do it on your way to the injured player.  Do NOT let the other player
“help”.  His-her motives may be entirely pure but prevent them helping in
any case, or pacing up and down the mat with anguish or talking to others.

Player upright but bleeding - approach and inspect but do not touch.  Beckon the medic onto the 
mat.   Satisfy yourself that the wound is clean and secure before restarting match.  

Player on ground with any injury, bleeding or otherwise – beckon medic as you approach to inspect.
If the situation is suspected to be urgent, and for some reason the medic is delayed you should do 
what is appropriate in accordance with your First Aid training until the medic arrives.  For an 
unconscious or dazed player, whether by strangulation or concussion or some condition not fully 
understood (e.g. epileptic or diabetic seizure) do not let them stand up before the medic arrives.   
Victims of concussion and strangulation can often recover extremely rapidly and empatically insist 
that they entirely fine, and that they are utterly fit and ready to continue; but they are not necessarily
in any position to judge.   The medic is the ONLY person who can pass such judgement and it is the 
medic who will decide if it is safe to let the player stand up.  

If a player is deemed not fit to continue, you, as a referee have only to decide who`s fault the injury 
shall be attributed to.  If it was the opposing player, you shall award the win to the injured player.  If
the player injured himself or it was effectively the fault of no one, an accident, then, the match shall 
be awarded to the non-injured player.  For the novice referee, all of these matters can be decided by 
discussion.  The only matter that must be clear in the novices mind before stepping onto the mat is 
the matter first mentioned – injuries of a potentially critical nature.  

Nothing else could possibly go wrong – surely. Of course not, you`re totally on
top of the injury protocols and are supremely confident that everything is under
control.  Unfortunately Murphy loves gadgetry and both manual and computer
scoreboards and timers can and do go wrong.  Table operators, like referees, can
make mistakes too.  They are under extreme pressure during fast moving
matches.  Unfortunately for the referees, the buck stops with them.  Therefore, no
matter how solid and well managed the table seems to be, there is a need to keep
a mental note at all times of where scores and clocks should actually be.  If
timing fails, the referees should transparently take it over in their own head.
Attributing scores to the wrong player is not uncommon, since the table officials are constantly 
shifting their gaze from mat to scoreboard to mat or computer and can easily miss a short snippit of 
fast action play.  Table officials get no break from the frenzy, not even between matches since they 
have to record results and reset everything between matches.  Maintain as deep an appreciation for 
and sympathy towards the table officials as you do with your refereeing colleagues, they are also on
your side!  Try your hand at the tables for just half an hour if you are not fully aware of the 
difficulties and frantic pressures they face.  
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In closing, you, as a novice referee, should be reassured that as difficult as refereeing can 
sometimes appear to be, such constitutes a very significant service to judo indeed.  

Good refereeing is the difference between tournaments that everyone enjoys and learns from and 
tournaments that no one ever wants to go within a hundred miles of ever again.   Your 
understanding of judo in the broadest possible sense will improve substantially and there is much 
“service to judo” credit given to those who volunteer for this challenging but satisfying duty.   
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